Panini Grills
You can now achieve that true European style panini
with Adcraft's panini grill. Made with wider design and
grooved heavy duty cast iron plates. This grill features
evenly distributed cooking temperatures for upper and
lower plates allowing you to grill both sides of your
sandwich without flipping it over! Constructed of heavy
duty stainless steel with a temperature control switch
that adjusts from 120° F - 570° F. Includes a removable
stainless steel oil tray and wire brush for easy cleaning.
Retail pack.
SG-811E

Description

Pack

SG-811E

Panini grill, grooved plates
Overall dimensions: 17" x 14.5" x 7.5"
Upper plate: 13.25" x 8.75"
Lower plate: 13.25" x 9.25"
120V, 1750W
1

Ctn. Wt.

CBM

50

0.058

SG-811E/F Panini grill, flat plates
Overall dimensions: 17" x 14.5" x 7.5"
Upper plate: 13.25" x 8.75"
Lower plate: 13.25" x 9.25"
120V, 1750W
1

SG-811E/F

50

0.058

Sandwich Grills
These sandwich grills with grooved or flat heavy duty cast iron plates feature evenly
distributed cooking temperatures for upper and lower plates. Grill both sides of your
sandwich without flipping it over! Constructed of heavy duty stainless steel with
a temperature control switch that adjusts from 120° F - 570° F. Each unit has a
removable stainless steel oil tray and wire brush for easy cleaning. 120V, 1750W.
Retail pack.
Item #

Description

Pack

Ctn. Wt.

CBM

SG-811

Sandwich grill, grooved plates
12" x 14.5" x 7.75" overall —
upper plate 8" x 8", lower plate 8.5" x 9.25"

1

37

0.048

SG-811/F Sandwich grill, flat plates
12" x 14.5" x 7.75" overall —
upper plate 8" x 8", lower plate 8.5" x 9.25"

1

37

0.048

Double sandwich grill, gooved plates
22.5" x 14.5" x 7.75" overall —
upper plates 8" x 8" each, lower plate 19" x 9.25" 1

75

0.077

SG-813

SG-811

COUNTERTOP EQUIPMENT

Item #

SG-811/F

SG-813

Protected by Admiral Craft Equipment Corporation’s
one year limited warranty.
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